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Outline

• SLR Error Budget

• Station Systematic Error Monitoring Pilot Project (SSEM PP)

• Correction of SLR data affected by gross (known) errors

• Modeling Updates in view of the ITRF2020 reanalysis

• Planning for the reanalysis for the ITRF2020 contribution product
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Error Budget Components for SLR
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Target Signature (CoM)

Systema4c Ranging Errors

Survey Errors

Modeling Errors
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ILRS ASC Plan for Generation of the ITRF2020 Products

1) Comple)on of the SSEM PP with new CoM Model and latest release of data @ -3ACs 

2) Genera)on of the final table of systema)cs (New Data Handling File) – By end of 2019

3) Genera)on of a 1-year test series with the inclusion of LARES (2017) - TBD

4) Decisions taken at ASC MeeCng in Paris, October 1, 2019: 
I. AdopCon of final target signature model (CoM correcCons for missing/new sites) - DONE

II. AdopCon of gravity and Cdes models, and procedure for extending TVG into future years - DONE

III. AdopCon of the HF EOP model sancConed by IERS ConvenCons - DONE

IV. AdopCon of the format for the SINEX secCon documenCng the CoM and SystemaCcs applied each 
week in each arc - DONE

5) Genera)on of the ILRS series of SINEXs for the ITRF2020 (1983 to 2019) – 2020-2021

6) Combina)on of the ini)al SINEX series and itera)on/correc)on of errors – 2020-2021
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• The model is obtained by estimating RB simultaneously with all other 
parameters in a free adjustment 
• The project is nearly complete with the data reanalysis (3 ACs missing): 
• Weekly estimation of coordinates, EOP and range biases RB

• Time frame: 1993-2019 
• Data: LAGEOS , LAGEOS-2 and Etalon 1 & 2 (one bias)
• Time series with separate range biases for LAGEOS, combined for 

Etalons: 
1) Combination of the time series generated by the ILRS ACs – PENDING 3 AC DELIVERIES

2) Identification of bias discontinuities/changes over the 1993 – 2019 period – ONCE (1) IS DONE

3) Computation of mean range biases over periods exhibiting stable errors – ONCE (2) IS DONE
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Station Systematic Error Modeling Plans 



ILRS-B Long-term Mean Bias from SSEM Time Series (7 ACs)
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Red arrows indicate 
the major data 
contribuCng systems

Long-term (25-yr) Mean Bias

RB > 10 mm RB ≤ 10 mm
A Cme series of bias correcCons 
will be developed for each 
system based on the long-term 
weekly esCmates series.

The mean bias shown here is 
simply the weighted mean of 
these series for each system, to 
be used as a figure of merit in 
characterizing the performance 
of each system over Cme.



Impact of Range Bias Correction on TRF Scale
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• SSEM PP resulted in a significant change in the scale of the SLR network which is now 
much closer to that of the VLBI network.



Current Target Signature Model Errors    (CoM)
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NEW Center of Mass Offset Model:    NERC-2018

8
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• Newly developed NERC model improves CoM correction for all satellites, 
although the change is more significant for the Etalons:

NERC results 
presented at ASC 
meeCng 11/04/2018Graham Appleby, José Rodríguez, NERC 2018

Model updated on 
2019/09/04

Final release:   190904



ILRS Station Systematic Error Modeling

• At present, the modeling of the systematic errors for the standard ILRS products is 
based on information from site logs, historical and engineering reports, 
communication with the stations and, if required, a direct estimation of the suspected 
errors 

• A data handling file is available at the ILRS website and maintained by the Analysis 
Standing Committee (ASC) for operational analyses:
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A new version will be 
adopted at the end of 
the SSEM PP (end of 
2019) and adopted for 
the ITRF2020 
reanalysis and future 
operaConal products.
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Example: ILRS-A Preliminary Results: Graz

Green line represents the actual bias value used in the analysis, as reported in the adopted Data 
Handling file:                  7839 --- mm A 83:001:00000 96:272:00000 R -22.00 
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Example: ILRS-A Preliminary Results: Matera

Systematic Error Mitigation in SLR Products for ITRF2020
V. Luceri (1), E. C. Pavlis (2), M. Pirri (1), M. Kuzmicz-Cieslak (2), K. Evans (2) and G. Bianco (3)

(1) e-GEOS SpA, ASI/CGS-Matera, Italy
(2) Joint Center for Earth Systems Technology, University of Maryland, Baltimore, USA
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Introduction
The precision of individual SLR observations and normal point data exceeds that of currently available modelling standards. Individual retroreflector
tracks are clearly visible in the full rate data of high-repetition rate laser stations (≥ 0.1 kHz firing rate), indicating that these systems are operating at
a similar precision to that achieved for ground calibration targets (typically 1-3.5 mm). The more pressing question is whether these intrinsically
precise systems are affected in a systematic way over time scales comparable to the time periods of interest, i.e. from individual arcs to months and
years, and whether the potential presence of those systematic errors can be detected and their effect on geodetic products mitigated.
Ideally, SLR stations should at most exhibit small and constant systematic errors to high precision. The presence of time-varying or range-dependent
errors, for example, is particularly problematic and their removal often non-trivial. Highly correlated with station height estimates over short periods,
depending upon quantity of measurements, varying range errors may introduce spurious jumps in the site coordinate time series.

Abstract
The ILRS Analysis Standing Committee (ASC) completed the re-analysis of the modern-era data set with improved modeling and the newly adopted
approach for “systematic errors”-free results. This re-analysis incorporates an improved “target signature” model (CoM) that allows better separation of
true systematic error of each tracking system from the errors in the model describing the target’s signature. The new modeling results in improved TRF
attributes that are reflected in the time series of the TRF origin and scale. The new approach will be used for future ITRF model developments. The ASC
devoted all its efforts to develop, evaluate and implement the new approach that will continuously monitor the systematic errors at all ILRS sites in the
network. Following these developments, the ILRS operational products are based on our best knowledge of the ground system behavior and
performance. The presentation will demonstrate the level of improvement with respect to the previous ILRS product series and a glimpse of what we
should expect after the development of ITRF2020.
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GRAZ: ILRSA time series for LAGEOS-2   

Green line represents the actual bias value used in the analysis, as reported in the
adopted data handling file
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Impact on the ILRSA TX/TY/TZ w.r.t. ITRF2014

ILRS Activities to Control Systematic Errors
The ILRS characterize the quality of the data produced by its network before releasing them to the user community. To achieve this, a number of “check
points” are in use:
• The first level of quality control (QC) is always performed at the station collecting the data
• Daily analysis for quality control (QC) of range and time biases
• Quality Control Board (QCB) addressing laser ranging data quality issues via monthly telecons
These efforts are very successful in detecting major problems and system malfunctions, but they lack the ability to detect varying errors below a
threshold of a few centimeters.
The ILRS ASC paid attention to the systematic error handling from the very beginning of its activities in order to provide ILRS products as free from
systematic errors as possible and to monitor the long-term performance of stations at the mm level.

Results
The results show that real biases can be recovered and that the agreement among the ACs is generally within the uncertainty of the estimates, except
in a few cases usually involving stations with poor or sparse data records. As an example, the figure below on the left shows the case of a known,
existing range bias in the data from station MLRO (Matera Laser ranging Observatory, Italy) in 2007, close to a value of 25 mm as determined by the
station engineers, with a 2-3 mm uncertainty. The estimated biases are represented in the plot both as running averages of each AC’s time series and
of the combined time series, named ILRSA. A few sporadic discrepancies at the sub-centimeter level notwithstanding, the identification and
quantification of a systematic range error is satisfactory.
The general agreement among the solutions provided by the ILRS ACs is more clearly shown in the figure below on the right with the histogram of the
mean biases over the entire 2005-2008 period, for the top 20 most prolific stations in the SLR worldwide network during these years. It is worthwhile
to underline that this estimation process cannot yield millimeter accuracy in each single estimation but it can nevertheless reach such an accuracy in
the mean value. The mean biases estimated for LAGEOS and LAGEOS-2 have very similar values, as expected from their nearly identical construction
and similar orbits.
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Impact on the ILRSA scale w.r.t. ITRF2014

Operational phase
The monitoring of systematic errors is an ongoing task to keep the ILRS operational
product at a high quality standard, maintaining close contact with the onsite engineers.
Items towards the operational phase:
• New satellite Center of Mass model just delivered
• Full reanalysis to take into account the new satellite Center of Mass corrections
• Mean station systematic errors inserted into the ILRS data handling file
• Start of the operational service to routinely keep the table updated
• Use of the updated data handling file for all the official ILRS products, ITRF included.

Errors affecting the SLR technique
The SLR data provide a direct measure of the station-satellite distance at specified measurement times. Systematic errors in range are commonly called
range biases, and systematics affecting the epoch of the observations are known as time biases.
The nature of the errors affecting the SLR technique can be divided into 3 categories:
1. ranging machine errors

• calibration and/or synchronization issues
• hardware malfunctioning
• intrinsic device limitations

2. timing errors (station clock issues)
3. modeling errors (e.g. satellite center of mass offsets, force model deficiencies).
Following good practices and procedures at the ground stations should help to identify and minimize errors of the first two categories.
Time biases for most ground stations are relatively low and stable. There are sporadic episodes of very large clock errors. The impact of time biases in
the geodetic products is mainly restricted to the horizontal components of station coordinates (east-west component), which can reach a few mm.

Standard ILRSA
ILRSA with estimated RB

The ILRS ASC is going to adopt a new model for the range biases
strongly motivated by the need to remove the VLBI-SLR scale
difference. The model will be obtained estimating RB simultaneously
with all other parameters.
A Pilot Project is currently ongoing with the data reanalysis performed
by the ILRS ACs (ASI, BKG, DGFI, ESA, GFZ, JCET, NSGF) :
• Weekly estimation of coordinates, EOP and range biases RB
• Time frame: 1993-2018
• Data: LAGEOS , LAGEOS 2, ETALON1-2
• Time series with separate range biases for LAGEOS, combined for

ETALON
• Combination of the time series estimated by the ILRS ACs
• Computation of mean range biases over medium/long time scale
An example of the estimated RB is given in the figure on the right
where the blue dots are the weekly combined RB estimates for GRAZ.

Impact on the Reference Frame
The impact of the approach on the reference frame was investigated by looking at the translations and scale of the loosely constrained combined time
series with respect to ITRF2014 in comparison with the values obtained with the standard approach, i.e., with the application of the corrections listed
in the data handling file. While the origin translations are not significantly different (see figure of TX/TY/TZ), except for a slight smoothing of the
annual component, the offset in the scale is significantly reduced, as shown in the figure. Furthermore, the mean change that is of the order of ~1 ppb
is towards a closer agreement with the ITRF2014 scale, indicating a reduction in the scale difference between the SLR and VLBI realizations of the TRF.
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ILRS Pilot Project on systematic errors (new CoM)
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ILRS-A Preliminary Results:   20 Stations

Systematic Error Mitigation in SLR Products for ITRF2020
V. Luceri (1), E. C. Pavlis (2), M. Pirri (1), M. Kuzmicz-Cieslak (2), K. Evans (2) and G. Bianco (3)

(1) e-GEOS SpA, ASI/CGS-Matera, Italy
(2) Joint Center for Earth Systems Technology, University of Maryland, Baltimore, USA

(3) Agenzia Spaziale Italiana, CGS-Matera, Italy

Introduction
The precision of individual SLR observations and normal point data exceeds that of currently available modelling standards. Individual retroreflector
tracks are clearly visible in the full rate data of high-repetition rate laser stations (≥ 0.1 kHz firing rate), indicating that these systems are operating at
a similar precision to that achieved for ground calibration targets (typically 1-3.5 mm). The more pressing question is whether these intrinsically
precise systems are affected in a systematic way over time scales comparable to the time periods of interest, i.e. from individual arcs to months and
years, and whether the potential presence of those systematic errors can be detected and their effect on geodetic products mitigated.
Ideally, SLR stations should at most exhibit small and constant systematic errors to high precision. The presence of time-varying or range-dependent
errors, for example, is particularly problematic and their removal often non-trivial. Highly correlated with station height estimates over short periods,
depending upon quantity of measurements, varying range errors may introduce spurious jumps in the site coordinate time series.

Abstract
The ILRS Analysis Standing Committee (ASC) completed the re-analysis of the modern-era data set with improved modeling and the newly adopted
approach for “systematic errors”-free results. This re-analysis incorporates an improved “target signature” model (CoM) that allows better separation of
true systematic error of each tracking system from the errors in the model describing the target’s signature. The new modeling results in improved TRF
attributes that are reflected in the time series of the TRF origin and scale. The new approach will be used for future ITRF model developments. The ASC
devoted all its efforts to develop, evaluate and implement the new approach that will continuously monitor the systematic errors at all ILRS sites in the
network. Following these developments, the ILRS operational products are based on our best knowledge of the ground system behavior and
performance. The presentation will demonstrate the level of improvement with respect to the previous ILRS product series and a glimpse of what we
should expect after the development of ITRF2020.
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GRAZ: ILRSA time series for LAGEOS-2   

Green line represents the actual bias value used in the analysis, as reported in the
adopted data handling file
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Impact on the ILRSA TX/TY/TZ w.r.t. ITRF2014

ILRS Activities to Control Systematic Errors
The ILRS characterize the quality of the data produced by its network before releasing them to the user community. To achieve this, a number of “check
points” are in use:
• The first level of quality control (QC) is always performed at the station collecting the data
• Daily analysis for quality control (QC) of range and time biases
• Quality Control Board (QCB) addressing laser ranging data quality issues via monthly telecons
These efforts are very successful in detecting major problems and system malfunctions, but they lack the ability to detect varying errors below a
threshold of a few centimeters.
The ILRS ASC paid attention to the systematic error handling from the very beginning of its activities in order to provide ILRS products as free from
systematic errors as possible and to monitor the long-term performance of stations at the mm level.

Results
The results show that real biases can be recovered and that the agreement among the ACs is generally within the uncertainty of the estimates, except
in a few cases usually involving stations with poor or sparse data records. As an example, the figure below on the left shows the case of a known,
existing range bias in the data from station MLRO (Matera Laser ranging Observatory, Italy) in 2007, close to a value of 25 mm as determined by the
station engineers, with a 2-3 mm uncertainty. The estimated biases are represented in the plot both as running averages of each AC’s time series and
of the combined time series, named ILRSA. A few sporadic discrepancies at the sub-centimeter level notwithstanding, the identification and
quantification of a systematic range error is satisfactory.
The general agreement among the solutions provided by the ILRS ACs is more clearly shown in the figure below on the right with the histogram of the
mean biases over the entire 2005-2008 period, for the top 20 most prolific stations in the SLR worldwide network during these years. It is worthwhile
to underline that this estimation process cannot yield millimeter accuracy in each single estimation but it can nevertheless reach such an accuracy in
the mean value. The mean biases estimated for LAGEOS and LAGEOS-2 have very similar values, as expected from their nearly identical construction
and similar orbits.
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Impact on the ILRSA scale w.r.t. ITRF2014

Operational phase
The monitoring of systematic errors is an ongoing task to keep the ILRS operational
product at a high quality standard, maintaining close contact with the onsite engineers.
Items towards the operational phase:
• New satellite Center of Mass model just delivered
• Full reanalysis to take into account the new satellite Center of Mass corrections
• Mean station systematic errors inserted into the ILRS data handling file
• Start of the operational service to routinely keep the table updated
• Use of the updated data handling file for all the official ILRS products, ITRF included.

Errors affecting the SLR technique
The SLR data provide a direct measure of the station-satellite distance at specified measurement times. Systematic errors in range are commonly called
range biases, and systematics affecting the epoch of the observations are known as time biases.
The nature of the errors affecting the SLR technique can be divided into 3 categories:
1. ranging machine errors

• calibration and/or synchronization issues
• hardware malfunctioning
• intrinsic device limitations

2. timing errors (station clock issues)
3. modeling errors (e.g. satellite center of mass offsets, force model deficiencies).
Following good practices and procedures at the ground stations should help to identify and minimize errors of the first two categories.
Time biases for most ground stations are relatively low and stable. There are sporadic episodes of very large clock errors. The impact of time biases in
the geodetic products is mainly restricted to the horizontal components of station coordinates (east-west component), which can reach a few mm.

Standard ILRSA
ILRSA with estimated RB

The ILRS ASC is going to adopt a new model for the range biases
strongly motivated by the need to remove the VLBI-SLR scale
difference. The model will be obtained estimating RB simultaneously
with all other parameters.
A Pilot Project is currently ongoing with the data reanalysis performed
by the ILRS ACs (ASI, BKG, DGFI, ESA, GFZ, JCET, NSGF) :
• Weekly estimation of coordinates, EOP and range biases RB
• Time frame: 1993-2018
• Data: LAGEOS , LAGEOS 2, ETALON1-2
• Time series with separate range biases for LAGEOS, combined for

ETALON
• Combination of the time series estimated by the ILRS ACs
• Computation of mean range biases over medium/long time scale
An example of the estimated RB is given in the figure on the right
where the blue dots are the weekly combined RB estimates for GRAZ.

Impact on the Reference Frame
The impact of the approach on the reference frame was investigated by looking at the translations and scale of the loosely constrained combined time
series with respect to ITRF2014 in comparison with the values obtained with the standard approach, i.e., with the application of the corrections listed
in the data handling file. While the origin translations are not significantly different (see figure of TX/TY/TZ), except for a slight smoothing of the
annual component, the offset in the scale is significantly reduced, as shown in the figure. Furthermore, the mean change that is of the order of ~1 ppb
is towards a closer agreement with the ITRF2014 scale, indicating a reduction in the scale difference between the SLR and VLBI realizations of the TRF.
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ILRS Station Systematic Error Modeling
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• Preliminary SSEM series were 
used already to idenCfy breaks in 
the esCmated biases;

• The final series will be re-
inspected to verify if no changes 
are in order or not;

• The final values will be adopted 
over each period from a weighted 
mean of the weekly esCmates and 
their formal staCsCcs;

• These will be input in the new 
“Data Handling” file to be used for 
the ITRF2020 reanalysis.



Documentation of Modeling in ILRS Products
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Page 1 of 1

Proposed scheme2 10/1/19, 7:46 PM

*        1         2         3         4         5         6         7         8
*2345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890
*-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
+RANGE_BIAS_MODEL
*SITE PT SOLN T START_DATE__ END_DATE____ RANGE_BIAS STD_DEV
 1873 L1  501 L 18:288:00000 18:295:00000    -0.0193   1.000
 1873 L2  501 L 18:288:00000 18:295:00000    -0.0193   1.000
 1879 L1  501 L 18:288:00000 18:295:00000     0.0193   1.000
 1879 L2  501 L 18:288:00000 18:295:00000     0.0193   1.000

*        1         2         3         4         5         6         7         8
*2345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890
*-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
+TIMING_BIAS_MODEL
*CODE PT_ UNIT T START_DATE__ END_DATE____ M __E-VALUE___ STD_DEV _E-RATE__ _CMNTS_  
 1824 --- us   A 10:126:00000 10:127:00000 T      -17.750   1.000    0.0000 -------  
 1824 --- us   A 10:132:00000 10:133:00000 T       -5.750   1.000    0.0000 -------  
 1824 --- us   A 12:084:68460 12:085:00000 T      -24.400   5.000    0.0000 -------  
 1873 --- us   A 09:059:00000 09:110:00000 T      -21.750  50.000   -0.2600 c.drift  
 1873 --- us   A 09:324:00000 10:095:00000 T        2.000  50.000    0.0750 c.drift  
 1873 --- us   A 10:096:00000 10:159:00000 T        6.150  50.000    0.4000 c.drift  
 1873 --- us   A 10:350:00000 11:064:00000 T     -380.000  50.000   -9.0000 c.drift  

*        1         2         3         4         5         6         7         8
*2345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890
*-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
+CoM_MODEL
*SITE PT SOLN T START_DATE__ END_DATE____    COM_CORR
 1873 L1  501 L 18:288:00000 18:295:00000      0.1234
 1873 L2  501 L 18:288:00000 18:295:00000      0.1234
 1879 L1  501 L 18:288:00000 18:295:00000      0.1234
 1879 L2  501 L 18:288:00000 18:295:00000      0.1234

• Applied correcCons for 
measurement biases, Cming 
biases and the “target signature 
offset—aka CoM correcCon” will 
always be documented in each 
SINEX file based on actually 
applied values;

• The entries will reflect the staCon 
complement that appears in the 
specific week and only for the data 
used for the soluCon;

• The example given here is roughly 
what was discussed and decided 
at the Tuesday ASC meeCng and it 
will be finalized aher review by 
the ASC.



Summary
• Quality control of ILRS data and products remains our top priority

• Dedicated ASC activities monitor system stability and systematics 
and will soon become the operational mode for official products 

• The station systematic errors can explain ~1ppb in the VLBI-SLR 
scale difference

• Modeling is continuously improved to assure mm-accuracy and 
documentation of the applied models will be available with all 
future products, including the series submitted for ITRF2020.
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Impact of Range Biases on TRF Origin:  TX
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Impact of Range Biases on TRF Origin:  TY
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Impact of Range Biases on TRF Origin:  TZ
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Modeled vs Estimated Biases: TRF TZ
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Preliminary Results !!!



Modeled vs Estimated Biases: TRF Scale
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MONITORING SYSTEMATIC ERRORS AT ILRS STATIONS

JCET LAGEOS1 v230 Mean/Std. Dev.:-2.57±17.64 Count:1175

JCET LAGEOS2 v230 Mean/Std. Dev.:-4.56±20.38 Count:1155
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MONITORING SYSTEMATIC ERRORS AT ILRS STATIONS

JCET LAGEOS1 v230 Mean/Std. Dev.:0.22±13.17 Count:1346

JCET LAGEOS2 v230 Mean/Std. Dev.:-2.68±17.61 Count:1347
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ILRS Preliminary Combination Results (JCET v230) - SSEM PP
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MONITORING SYSTEMATIC ERRORS AT ILRS STATIONS

JCET LAGEOS1 v230 Mean/Std. Dev.:2.43±18.79 Count:671

JCET LAGEOS2 v230 Mean/Std. Dev.:1.54±20.39 Count:684
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